Differentiation between calcium- and cholesterol-dominated types of arteriosclerotic lesions: antiarteriosclerotic aspects of calcium antagonists.
In a series of animal studies we have clearly demonstrated since 1970 that calcium overload of the arterial wall is crucially involved in the pathogenesis of arteriosclerotic lesions. Following excessive calcium uptake, vascular stretch compliance and distensibility were lost together with structural integrity. Conversely, calcium antagonists that counteract abundant calcium uptake were found to prevent pathogenic mural calcium accumulation and damage. These effects were realized with light and electron microscopy as well as with measurements of calcium accumulation using atomic absorption spectrometry and radiocalcium. The experiments were carried out on rats exposed to various well-known risk factors such as nicotine, alloxan diabetes, high doses of vitamin D3, or dihydrotachysterol. Another particularly vasotoxic factor appeared to be hypertension, which develops in spontaneously hypertensive Okamoto rats (SHRs), in hypertensive NaCl-loaded salt-sensitive Dahl-S rats, and in rats with nephrogenic Goldblatt hypertension. Interestingly, aging arteries in animals and humans also exhibit, as a characteristic phenomenon, a steady increase in arterial calcium content. This natural age-dependent calcium accumulation is further enhanced in severe diabetics, heavy smokers, and hypertensive patients. However, the most excessive degree of toxic calcium overload, correlated with dramatic structural damage, occurred in human coronary artery plaques. Here, in "fatty streaks" (type I plaques according to World Health Organization classification), the mural calcium content exhibited a rise by 13 times above normal; in type II lesions (fibrous plaques), the increase in calcium was 24-fold; and in type III plaques, i.e., in "complicated lesions of stenosing character," calcium overload amounted to a value greater than 80 times above that found in healthy coronary segments.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)